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The most popular magic tricks amongst magicians are card tricks, yet there are few jokes and
sayings that cover those ‘quiet’ moments between tricks and moves. In this booklet you will find
a variety of short jokes, some old, many new. There are also a few 'trick specific' one-liners too!
What about just adding some comedy entertainment to your next card trick? Looking for the right
quick one-line joke - you should find one, or many more here!



CARD TRICK ONE-LINERS: 100 JOKESBy Wolfgang RiebePublished by Mind Power
Publications at KindleThis book is available atwww.wolfgangriebe.comCopyright © 2020 by
Wolfgang Riebewww.wolfgangriebe.comAll rights reserved. Without limiting the rights under
copyright reserved above, no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in or introduced
into a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form, or by any means (electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording, or otherwise) without the prior written permission of both the copyright
owner and the above publisher of this book.Kindle Edition, License NotesThis e-book is
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magic skills?Visit www.wolfgangriebe.com for books, videos & e-learning.Hundreds of free
magic videos at https://www.youtube.com/inspiringtheworldFOREWORDWelcome to this
booklet on short jokes for card magicians.Humour can add a great element to any card trick and
you don't necessarily need to be a comedian. A topical comment, or quirk can often make or
break a trick and in this booklet you will find many lines that serve just that purpose.As someone
that has used comedy and one-liners his whole life, I need to share with you that 'one-liner' jokes
don't always need to result in a big laugh! A mere snigger, or groan reaction from the audience
already adds that extra element to any card trick. Remember that it's not always about the
magic, but more importantly, about the entertainment factor you are offering.Also, with card
magic you are close-up and personal, so you don't want too many quiet, or awkward moments
during the trick, hence these one-liners should also be see as fillers to break those moments of
silence.As any experienced entertainer will tell you – stock gags, classic lines or canned jokes
as you will find in these pages have their place. Not all will work for you, many are old, some are
new. Take what you like, twist and re-word them so that they suite your style – then suddenly
you'll have something unique that suits you!Lastly, please remember that this booklet is trying to
cater for a multitude of cultures and personalities. Hence some gags will appeal to you and
others won't. Don't expect to use every one-liner. As an old pro, I am often glad if I buy a book
and find one gag or line I can include in a routine. If I find 3 or 4 you are lucky, if more... then I'll
be elated! It's all about finding the joke that suits your trick, your style and your audience.100
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